What is Opera?
A Guide to the Art of Opera for New Audiences

The Marriage of Figaro, Manitoba Opera,
November 2015. Photo: R.Tinker
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A Short Overview
of Opera

the making of an opera

An opera, like a play, is a dramatic form of theatre that includes scenery, props and costumes.
In opera, however, the actors are trained singers who sing their lines instead of speaking them.
An orchestra accompanies the singers. A conductor coordinates the singers on stage and the
musicians in the orchestra pit.

Opera consists of many dimensions: the human voice, orchestral music, visual arts (scenery,
costumes and special effects), drama (tragedy or comedy), and occasionally dance. The melding
of these elements creates a multi-dimensional theatrical experience.
Opera has its roots in Greek drama and originated in Florence, Italy, in the late 1500’s, with a
small group of men who were members of the Camerata (Italian for society). The intellectuals,
poets, and musicians of the Camerata decided they wanted words to be a featured aspect of
music. They used ancient Greek drama as their inspiration, including the use of a chorus to
comment on the action.
The Camerata laid down three principles for their new art form:

1. The text must be understood; the accompaniment must be very simple and should not
distract from the words.
2. The words must be sung with correct and
natural declamation, as if they were spoken,
and must avoid the rhythms of songs.
3. The melody must interpret the feeling of
the text.

The first significant composer to fully develop
the ideas of the Camerata was Jacopo Peri
(1561-1633), whose opera Dafne, based on
a Greek myth, was performed in 1594 and is
regarded as the first opera.

Operas are divided into scenes and acts that
contain different types of vocal pieces for one
or many singers. An aria is a vocal solo that
usually focuses on a character’s emotions
rather than actions. A recitative is sung
dialogue or speech that occurs between arias
and ensembles. It helps to further the action of
the story and shape the relationships between
the characters.
The story of an opera is written as a libretto: a
text that is set to music. Composers write the
score (the music) for the opera. Sometimes
the composer will also write the text of
the opera, but most often they work with a

The Sydney Opera House
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librettist. In the past, the libretto was also bound and sold to the audience. Today, the audience
can easily follow the plot with the use of surtitles - the English translation of the libretto, which
is projected onto a screen above the stage.
There are several differences between opera and musicals such as The Phantom of the Opera.
One significant difference is the ‘partnership’ found between the music and the drama in an
opera. While musicals use songs to help tell a story, in an opera, the music contributes to the
drama, it does not only accompany it.

The musical style is another important difference between the two art forms; opera is usually
classical and complex, while musicals feature pop songs and sometimes rock and roll. Singers in
musicals have microphones hidden in their costumes or wigs to amplify their voices. The voices
of opera singers are so strong no amplification is needed, even in a large venue. Operas are
almost completely sung, while the use of spoken words is more common in musicals. There are
some operas with spoken words and these are called singspiels (German) and opéra-comique
(French). Examples are Mozart’s The Magic Flute and Bizet’s Carmen, respectively.

The Metropolitan Opera (1937)
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Bringing an Opera
to the Stage
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Opera combines many great art forms to make something completely different. First and
foremost are the performers who portray characters by revealing their thoughts and emotions
through the singing voice. The next very important component is a full symphony orchestra
that accompanies the singing actors and actresses, helping them to portray the full range of
emotions possible in the operatic format. The orchestra performs in an area in front of the
singers called the orchestra pit, while the singers perform on the open area called the stage.
Wigs, costumes, sets and specialized lighting further enhance these performances, all of which
are designed, created, and executed by a team of highly trained artisans.
The creation of an opera begins with a dramatic scenario crafted by a playwright or dramaturg
who, alone or with a librettist, creates the script or libretto that contains the words the artists
will sing. Working together, the composer and librettist create a cohesive musical drama in
which the music and words work together to express the emotions revealed in the story.
Following the completion of their work, the composer and librettist entrust their new work
to a conductor who, with a team of assistants (repetiteurs), assumes responsibility for the
musical preparation of the work. The conductor collaborates with a stage director to bring a
performance of the new piece to life on the stage. The stage director and conductor form the
creative spearhead for the new composition while assembling a design team which will take
charge of the actual physical production.

Wendy Nielsen (Tosca) and Richard Margison (Cavaradossi), Tosca, Manitoba Opera, November 2010. Photo: R. Tinker
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Set designers, lighting designers, costume designers, wig and makeup designers and
choreographers must all be brought on board to participate in the creation of the new
production. The set designer combines the skills of an artist and an architect using “blueprint”
plans to design the actual physical set which will be on the stage, recreating the physical
setting required by the story line. These blueprints are turned over to a team of carpenters
who are specially trained in the art of stage carpentry. Following the actual building of the set,
painters, following instructions from the set designer’s original plans, paint the set. As the set is
assembled on the stage, the lighting designer works with a team of electricians to throw light
onto both the stage and the set in an atmospheric and practical way. Using specialized lighting
instruments, colored gels and a state-of-the-art computer, the designer, and stage director create
a “lighting plot” by writing “lighting cues” which are stored in the computer and used during the
actual performance of the opera.

During this production period, the costume designer, in consultation with the stage director, has
created appropriate clothing for the singers to wear. These designs are fashioned into patterns and
crafted by a team of skilled artisans called cutters, stitchers, and sewers. Each costume is specially
made for each singer using their individual measurements. The wig and makeup designer, working
with the costume designer, creates wigs which will complement the costume and the singer, and
represent historically accurate period fashions.
The principals are the people who have the major roles in an opera. They are professional
singers. Principals usually arrive about three weeks before the first performance, with all
of their music memorized and a good understanding of their character. In rehearsal, they
work with the director who helps them block each of the scenes. The director works with
the principals to develop their character and their voice. For the first two weeks they are
accompanied by a rehearsal pianist. The week of the show, they move into the Centennial
Concert Hall and begin work rehearsing on stage with the orchestra in the pit.

Michel Corbeil (Monostatos), Andriana Chuchman (Pamina),
The Magic Flute, Manitoba Opera, April 2011. Photo: R. Tinker
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The Operatic Voice
and Professional Singing

An opera singer learns to use his or her body as an amplification device. By controlling the muscles of the diaphragm,
the singer can regulate the amount of breath used. The
diaphragm expands and contracts, regulating the air that
passes through the vocal cords, causing them to vibrate.
The speed of this determines the pitch. As the sound
passes through the mouth, it resonates in the upper chest
cavities and the sinus cavities of the face and head. These
cavities act as small echo chambers that amplify the sound.
Each person’s vocal tract is constructed differently. The
roles that a singer performs are dependent mostly upon
their vocal range, but within the vocal ranges, there are
many colours and weights of voice that contribute. Vocal
colour refers to the richness of the sound and vocal
weight refers to how powerful a voice sounds.

Professional singers develop a number of roles in their
repertoire. Since the principal artists are required to have
their parts memorized before rehearsals begin, singers
must prepare well in advance of each contract. Even well
established singers have voice teachers, and often acting
coaches, who help them refine their singing techniques

Physical health is a major priority to a singer. Contrary
to popular belief, not all opera singers are overweight.
Opera singers once believed that excessive weight gave
added volume and richness to the voice. However, now we
know that physical fitness can give similar benefits to a
voice. Most singers, like professional athletes, try to avoid
tobacco, alcohol, and caffeine.
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Women
SOPRANO: Similar to a flute in range
and tone colour. Usually plays the
heroine in the opera since a high,
bright sound can easily suggest
youth and innocence.
MEZZO-SOPRANO: Similar to an
oboe in range and tone colour. Called
an alto in choral arrangements, this
voice can play a wide variety of characters including gypsies, mothers,
and young men (trouser role).
CONTRALTO: Similar to an English
horn in range and tone colour.
Usually play unique roles including
fortune-tellers, witches, and older
women.
Men

TENOR: Similar to a trumpet in
range, tone, color and acoustical
“ring.” Usually plays the hero or the
romantic lead in the opera.

BARITONE: Similar to a French horn
in tone color. Often plays the leader
of mischief in comic opera or the
villain in tragic opera, sometimes
even the hero.

BASS: Similar to a trombone or
bassoon in tone color. Usually portrays
old, wise men, or foolish, comic men.
VOCAL COLOURINGS

COLORATURA: A light, bright voice
that has the ability to sing many notes
quickly, usually with an extended
upper range.

LYRIC: A light to medium weight
voice, often singing beautiful sweeping
melodies.

DRAMATIC: Dark, heavy and powerful
voice, capable of sustained and forceful singing.

LOWER

Many singers begin their operatic training in university.
Opera students study singing, music history, composition and vocal pedagogy (voice teaching). In addition to
music classes, they study diction and at least one foreign
language. After university, their first professional roles are
usually small parts, but if they continue to study and train,
they can move on to bigger principal roles.

VOCAL CATEGORIES

HIGHER

Operatic singing, developed in Europe during the 17th
century, places intense vocal demands on the singer.
Opera singers rarely use microphones, and must project
their voices to fill a large theatre and be heard above an
orchestra.
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Glossary:
Important Words in Opera
ACT: a section of the opera that is divided into
scenes.
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CHOREOGRAPHER: the person who designs
the steps of a dance.

ARIA: means “air” in Italian. This is a piece
of music written for a one singer (soloist),
usually with instrumental accompaniment.

CHORUS: a group of singers of all vocal ranges,
singing together to support the vocal leads.
CLASSICAL: the period in music which comes
after the Baroque and before the Romantic,
roughly from the birth of Mozart to shortly
after the death of Beethoven. It represents the
greatest standardization in orchestral form
and tonality.

ASIDE: a secret comment from an actor
directly to the audience that the other characters cannot hear.
BARITONE: the middle singing range of the
male voice.

COLORATURA: elaborate ornamentation of
music written for a singer using many fast
notes and trills. Also used to describe a singer
who sings this type of music.

BASS: the lowest singing range of the male voice.
BASSO BUFFO: a bass singer who specializes
in comic characters.

BASSO PROFUNDO: the most serious bass voice.
BATON: short stick that the conductor uses to
lead the orchestra.

BEL CANTO: Italian phrase literally meaning
“beautiful singing.” A traditional Italian style
of singing emphasizing tone, phrasing, coloratura passages, and technique. Also refers to the
operas written in this style.
BLOCKING: directions given to the performers
for movement on stage.
BRAVO: a form of appreciation shouted by
audience members at the end of a particularly pleasing performance. Technically, bravo
refers to a male performer, brava refers to a
female performer and bravi refers to many
performers.

BUFFO: from the Italian for “buffoon.” A singer
of comic roles (basso-buffo) or a comic opera
(opera-buffa.)
CADENZA: a passage of singing, often at the
end of an aria, which shows off the singer’s
vocal ability.
CASTRATO: a castrated male prized for his
high singing voice.

Jefffrey Springer (Turiddu), Pagliacci, Manitoba Opera,
April 2004. Photo: R.Tinker
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COMPOSER: the individual who writes all the
music for both voice and instrument.

formance when all the cast members and the
conductor take bows.

COMPRIMARIO: a 19th century term referring
to secondary or supporting roles such as confidantes, messengers, and matchmakers.

DESIGNER: a production can have two or
three designers: a lighting designer, a costume
designer, a set designer, or someone who is
both costume and set designer. They work
closely with the stage director to give the production a distinctive look.

CONTRALTO: the lowest female voice range.

CONDUCTOR: the person responsible for the
musical interpretation and coordination of
the performance. The conductor controls the
tempo, dynamic level, and balance between
singers and orchestra. You will see this person
standing in the orchestra pit conducting the
musicians and the singers.

DIVA: literally goddess in Italian. An important
female opera star. The masculine form is divo.

DRESS REHEARSAL: the final rehearsal before
opening night, includes costumes, lights,
makeup, etc. Sometimes it is necessary to stop
for adjustments, but an attempt is made to make
it as much like a regular performance as possible.

COUNTERTENOR: a male singer with the highest
male voice range, generally singing within the
female contralto or mezzo-soprano range.

DUET: music that is written for two people to
sing together.

CRESCENDO: a build in the volume or dynamic
of the music.

ENCORE: a piece that is performed after the last
scheduled piece of a concert. An encore is usually
performed because the audience wants to hear
more music even though the concert is over.

CUE: a signal to enter or exit from the stage,
to move or to change lighting or scenery; or a
signal given by the conductor to the musicians.

ENSEMBLE: a part of the opera written for a
group of two or more singers. This may or may
not include the chorus.

CURTAIN CALL: occurs at the end of the per-

FALSETTO: the upper part of a voice in which
the vocal cords do not vibrate completely.
Usually used by males to imitate a female voice.
FINALE: the last musical number of an opera
or an act.

GRAND OPERA: spectacular French opera of
the Romantic period, lavishly staged, with a
historically based plot, a huge cast, an unusually large orchestra, and ballet. It also refers to
opera without spoken dialogue.

HELDEN: German prefix meaning “heroic.” Can
also apply to other voices, but usually used in
“heldentenor.”
HOUSE: the auditorium and front of the theatre
excluding the stage and backstage areas.
Jeff Mattsey (Don Giovanni) and Stefan Szkafarowsky
(Commendatore), Don Giovanni, Manitoba Opera,
November 2003. Photo: R.Tinker
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IMPRESARIO: the proprietor, manager, or
conductor of an opera or concert company;
one who puts on or sponsors an entertainment
manager, producer.

OPERA-COMIQUE: (singspiel) a form of opera
which contains spoken dialogue.
OPERETTA: lighthearted opera with spoken
dialogue, such as a musical.

INTERLUDE: a short piece of instrumental
music played between scenes and acts.

ORCHESTRA: an ensemble, led by a conductor,
that is comprised of string, woodwind, brass,
and percussion instruments.

INTERMISSION: a break between acts of an
opera. The lights go on and the audience is free
to move around.

ORCHESTRA PIT: sunken area in front of the
stage where the orchestra sits.

LIBRETTIST: the writer of the opera’s text.

OVERTURE: an orchestral introduction to the
opera played before the curtain rises. Usually
longer than a prelude and can be played as a
separate piece.

LIBRETTO: Italian for little book. It is the text
or story of the opera.

LYRIC: used to describe a light-to-mediumweight voice with an innocent quality, capable
of both sustained, forceful singing and delicate effects.

PITCH: how high or low a note sounds.

PRELUDE: a short introduction that leads into
an act without pause.

MAESTRO: means “master” in Italian. Used as a
courtesy title for the conductor (male or female).

PRIMA DONNA: literally first lady in Italian.
The leading woman in an opera. Because of the
way some of them behaved in the past, it often
refers to someone who is acting in a superior
and demanding fashion. The term for a leading
man is primo uomo.

MARK: to sing, but not at full voice. A fulllength opera is very hard on a singer’s voice,
so most performers mark during rehearsals.
During the dress rehearsal singers sing at full
voice for part, if not all, of the rehearsal.

PRINCIPAL: a major singing role, or the singer
who performs such a role.

MEZZO-SOPRANO: the middle singing range
for a female voice.

PRODUCTION: the combination of sets, costumes, props, and lights, etc.

MOTIF OR LEITMOTIF: a recurring musical
theme used to identify an emotion, person,
place, or object.

PROPS: objects carried or used on stage by
the performers.

OPERA: a dramatic presentation which is
set to music. Almost all of it is sung, and the
orchestra is an equal partner with the singers.
Like a play, an opera is acted on stage with
costumes, scenery, makeup, etc. Opera is the
plural form of the Latin word opus, which
means “work.”

PROSCENIUM: the front opening of the stage
which frames the action.
QUARTET: four singers or the music that is
written for four singers.

RAKED STAGE: a stage that slants downwards
towards the audience.

OPERA BUFFA: an opera about ordinary
people, usually, but not always comic. First
developed in the 18th century.

RECITATIVE: lines of dialogue that are sung,
usually with no recognizable melody. It is used
to advance the plot.

OPERA SERIA: a serious opera. The usual characters are gods and goddesses, or ancient heroes.

REHEARSAL: a working session in which the
singers prepare for public performance.
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SCORE: the written music of an opera or other
musical work.

STAGE DIRECTOR: the person in charge of the
action on stage. He or she shows the singers,
chorus and cast where and when to move and
helps them create their characters. The stage
director develops a concept for how the entire
performance should look and feel.

SERENADE: a piece of music honouring
someone or something, an extension of the
traditional performance of a lover beneath the
window of his mistress.

STAGE MANAGER: the person who coordinates and manages elements of the
performance.

SITZPROBE: the rehearsal held on the main
stage for the first time. The entire opera is sung
through without any costumes or blocking.

SUPERNUMERARIES: appear on stage in
costume in non-singing and usually, nonspeaking roles.

SOPRANO: the highest range of the female
singing voice.
SOUBRETTE: pert young female character
with a light soprano voice.

SURTITLES: the English translations of the
opera’s language, that are projected above the
stage during a performance to help the audience follow the story, much like subtitles in a
foreign film.

SPINTO: a lyric voice that has the power and
incisiveness for dramatic climaxes.

STAGE AREAS: refers to the various sections of
the stage as seen by those on stage.

SYNOPSIS: a short summary of the story of
the opera.

TABLEAU: occurs at the end of a scene or
act, when all cast members on stage freeze in
position and remain that way until the curtain
closes. It looks as though that moment has
been captured in a photograph.
TEMPO: speed of the music.

TENOR: the highest natural adult male voice.
TRILL: very quick alternation between two
adjacent notes. See coloratura.
TRIO: an ensemble of three singers or the
music that is written for three singers.

TROUSER ROLE: the role of an adolescent
boy or young man, written for and sung by a
woman, often a mezzo-soprano. Also known as
a pants role.
VERISMO: describes a realistic style of opera that
started in Italy at the end of the 19th century.

Andriana Chuchman (Pamina), The Magic Flute,
Manitoba Opera, April 2011. Photo: R.Tinker
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Audience Etiquette
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The following will help you (and those around you) enjoy the experience of a night at the opera:
•

Dress to be comfortable. Many people enjoy dressing up in formal attire, but this is optional and
people attend the opera wearing all varieties of clothing.

•

Find your seat with the help of your teacher or an usher and remember to thank them.

•
•
•

Arrive on time. Latecomers disturb the singers and others in the audience. Latecomers will only
be seated at suitable breaks - often not until intermission.

Remove your hat. This is customary and is respectful to the artists and to people sitting behind you.
Turn off, tune in. Switch off all electronic devices including cell phones, smart phones, iPods, and
digital watch alarms.

•

Leave your camera at home and do not use the camera function on your phone during a performance. This can be very disturbing to the artists and audience members.

•

If you think you might need a breath mint or cough drop, unwrap it before the performance.

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•

Find the “EXIT” signs. Look for the illuminated signs over the doors. You always want to know
where the nearest emergency exit is in a theatre.

Settle in and get comfortable before the performance begins. Read your program. This tells you
about the performance you’re about to see, who created it, and who’s performing in it. You might
like to read a synopsis of the opera before it begins.

Clap as the lights are dimmed and the conductor appears and bows to the audience. Watch as the conductor then turns to the orchestra and takes up his or her baton to signal the beginning of the opera.
Listen to the prelude or overture before the curtain rises. It is part of the performance and an opportunity to identify common musical themes that may reoccur during the opera.
Save all conversations, eating, drinking, and chewing gum, for the intermission. Talking and eating can be disruptive to other audience members and distracts from your ability to be absorbed
in the show. The audience is critical to the success of the show – without you, there can be no
performance.
Sit still. Only whisper when it is absolutely necessary, as a whisper is heard all over the theatre,
and NEVER stand during the performance, except in the case of an emergency.
Read the English translations projected above the stage.

Feel free to laugh when something is funny – this is a performance and you are expected to respond!
Listen for subtleties in the music. The tempo, volume and complexity of the music and singing
often depict the “feeling” or “sense” of the action or character.
Notice repeated words or phrases; they are usually significant.

Applaud (or shout Bravo!) at the end of an aria or chorus piece to show your enjoyment of it. The
end of a piece can be identified by a pause in the music.

Have fun and enjoy the show!
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CURRICULUM CONNECTIONS

Curriculum Connections to the Manitoba Curriculum Frameworks for Grade 9 - 12 are provided
below. For a more in-depth look at the connections, view our Manitoba Curriculum Connections
documents on the Manitoba Opera website.
www.manitobaopera.mb.ca

Music Curriculum Connections: M-M2; M-M3; M-CR1; M-CR2; M-C1; M-C2; M-C3; M-R2; M-R3
Drama Curriculum Connections: DR-M2; DR-M3; DR-CR1; DR-CR2
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